1. Training
4% of our employee’s actual work time is dedicated to the continuing training in the
fields of security, products, fabrication and maintenance of all elements linked to the
purification of water. It is therefore with our suppliers that our colleagues attend
improvement courses on delivery of chemical products (ADR/SDR), on the use of such toxins
in appliance with the security standards attached to them and on internal security of both
the personnel and technical installations.
We are also agents in specialized electric installations and follow regularly OIBT courses.
Finally, we verify and test the acquired knowledge and skills.
2. Quality
In our concern for quality, we perform numerous verifications during the process of
water purification. Our tests are therefore carried out once the order is placed, in the course
of the fabrication stages, at the time of delivery, during the execution, the commissioning
and during the issue of the warranty. Moreover, we establish a protocol of the
commissioning that lists every adjustment and every trial test made on the installation for
water purification.
Lastly, we verify the materials compliance with the aimed objective and in case of
nonconformity, these elements are dismissed. The strict selection of our suppliers and our
shared loyalty, with an established average of 25 years, constitutes our byword for quality.
3. Long-lasting saving
Long before this concern became a saving policy, for years we have favored the
limitation of the transportation of the merchandise. We also organize tours for our
deliveries; we consign and recycle the packaging as well as certain recovered materials
during the decontamination of installations.
Finally we see to the proper sorting out of all waste in a way as to allow enhancement of
the materials value. A precise study and ideal measurements of the aggregates (pump,
measuring chamber, etc.) allow an optimization of electric and hydraulic consumption for all
our installations.
4. Security
Our equipments and tools are in appliance with all the latest security norms for all of our
colleagues. The packaging of chemical products is secure and meets all of the federal and
European guidelines in this field. In the concept of water purification installations, we see to
it that the strictest security criteria are applied. In-service training is an additional proof of
quality.
5. Services

Our company ensures services on numerous installations and offers on demand
availability within minimum delays in order to guarantee the operation of the client’s
installations.
The economic importance of maintaining in service all installations, even in case of
severe breakdowns is an absolute guarantee our company provides. Our after-sales service
ensures, through service packages, the maintenance of reference values of every installation
on optimal levels. Furthermore, if required, our company can provide supervision for nonprofessional personnel operating all installations.
6. The Guarantee
Our company provides all the guarantees for the smooth functioning of all installations as
well all the common construction guarantees. We can assure our clients of flawless work
because of the fidelity we share with our suppliers.
As manufacturers of certain elements of water purification we can gradually mend all
possible malfunctions during production, further proof of quality. During our work process,
every dysfunction or fault is notified so that they can systematically be fixed. This procedure
goes beyond our usual services since every fault that falls within the working process is
report through advisory notices.

